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•  Version 4.00 •  RADIO Player Pro version 6.01 or later required •  Serial port support for Macintosh and PC. Radio File
names are displayed in messages •  This software detects DTMF codes by listening to incoming audio •  This software was

originally created for retransmit broadcasters •  Be able to detect samples by listening to incoming audio •  Detected samples
could be automatically played in audio file player •  Can be used as a separate module in third party software •  Downloaded at
Apple Application Store •  Searchable in App Store •  Not designed for use by end user •  Also contains other sample detection
features (BEEP, Chirp, BIP, beep, off, on, sound on, sound off, etc.) •  Serial port setup for Macintosh and PC (requires Apple

menu 2 to be activated) •  Serial port option (open/close only) •  Display file names in message •  Display file names with
sample location and sample size (large files) •  Display name of audio file •  Respect current playlist •  Also has internal playlist
(for later use) •  Original method of DTMF code detection by listening to incoming audio signal •  Works with RADIO Player
Pro •  Serial port support for Macintosh and PC (requires Apple menu 2 to be activated) •  Serial port option (open/close only)

•  Display file names in message •  Display file names with sample location and sample size (large files) •  Display name of
audio file •  Respect current playlist •  Also has internal playlist (for later use) •  Also has collection of audio samples for
retransmit broadcasters (channel, country, transponder, etc.) •  Detects sample presence in incoming audio signal and send

command to start your playlist •  Detects Wave samples and DTMF codes •  Works with RADIO Player Pro and can be used as
a separate module for third party software •  Allows you to set the frequency of the detector •  Detects samples by listening to

incoming audio •  Sample could be automatically played in audio file player •  Detects
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- Audio analyzer for retransmit broadcasters - Detects sample presence in incoming audio signal and send command to start
your playlist - Detects Wave samples and DTMF codes - Works with RADIO Player Pro and can be used as a separate module

for third party software Detailed description: Every radio station should have been through the process of hearing over the air by
a sample and have the appropriate action occur. This will make sure that your aircheck is done correctly. This application was
developed to provide an audio sample detector that will help you to identify retransmit stations on the aircheck. It can also be

used for detecting new jingles. It is very easy to use. It works with RADIO Player Pro and can be used as a separate module for
third party software. You can also check for the presence of a sample in incoming audio signal and generate a PLAY command

from the application, to play the playlist. The RADIO Checker Pro can detect Wave samples and DTMF codes. You can
configure the application to work with your own Wave files or you can use a configurable list of files to use as a list of the

samples to be detected. The Wave format is supported by the application. Configuration can be done through a new
configuration file or through the in-app option. You can use your own configuration file that you created with the RADIO

Checker Pro Editor tool. It is also possible to import configuration from other checkers. Detection of samples is done for both
the incoming and outgoing samples. The in-app configuration is done using a simple configuration window. The configuration
window is displayed when you touch the tray icon of the application. If a sample detection failed, you can manually touch the
tray icon to check for a sample. You can quickly activate or deactivate the samples in the configuration window. In addition to
the Wave samples, you can define the DTMF codes to be detected as well. Configuring the application to use your own Wave
files is a easy task. You can do it manually or use a configuration file. Your Wave files can be saved in MP3 format, WMA or

WAV format. The application can also detect sound files with a different sample rate. You can configure the application to start
playback when it detects a sample. When the playback is done, the application displays the current song and the sample rate and

duration for the sample. The application also displays the name of the 1d6a3396d6
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- RADIO Checker can detect samples in incoming audio - Only first 10 seconds is analyzed, so you don't need to attach
extension - Detects Wave samples and DTMF codes - Works with RADIO Player Pro and can be used as a separate module for
third party software - User selects MACRO based on detected samples: - Played: the sample is played in the media player -
Shuffle: the sample is added to the playlist - Repeat: the sample is added to the playlist and played back again - Delete: the
sample is deleted from the playlist - Stop: the sample is deleted from the playlist - Continue: the player continues playing the
next song Features: - Detects sample presence in incoming audio - Only first 10 seconds is analyzed, so you don't need to attach
extension - Detects Wave samples and DTMF codes - Works with RADIO Player Pro and can be used as a separate module for
third party software - User selects MACRO based on detected samples: - Played: the sample is played in the media player -
Shuffle: the sample is added to the playlist - Repeat: the sample is added to the playlist and played back again - Delete: the
sample is deleted from the playlist - Stop: the sample is deleted from the playlist - Continue: the player continues playing the
next song - Starts the selected application: to play the sample, for example, to start playlist - Stops the selected application: to
stop the playing - Pause the selected application: to stop the playing - Power off the selected application: to stop the playing -
Terminates the selected application: to stop the playing - Rewinds the selected application: to play the sample in reverse - Play
the selected application forward: to play the sample - Pause the selected application: to stop the playing - Undo the selected
application: to stop the playing - Shuffle the selected application: to play the sample repeatedly - Play the selected application
forward: to play the sample - Shuffle the selected application: to play the sample repeatedly - Repeat the selected application: to
play the sample repeatedly - Play the selected application forward: to play the sample - Play the selected application backwards:
to play the sample backwards - Play the selected application repeatedly: to play the sample repeatedly - Play the selected
application forward: to play the sample repeatedly - Repeat the selected application: to

What's New in the RADIO Checker Pro?

The RADIO Checker Pro application was developed to be a an audio sample detector for retransmit broadcasters. Allows to
detect sample presence in incoming audio signal and send command to start your playlist. Detects Wave samples and DTMF
codes. Works with RADIO Player Pro and can be used as a separate module for third party software. This application is only
included for demonstration purpose! If you already own RADIO Player Pro and you want the RADIO Checker Pro application
in your product, buy it here. 3.0.3 (03/15/2013) Fixed minor bugs 3.0.2 (03/15/2013) Fixed bugs in menu 3.0.1 (03/15/2013)
Fixed minor bugs 3.0.0 (03/15/2013) - The first app version. 1.3.2 (02/15/2013) Improvements in embedded menus 1.3.1
(02/15/2013) - Bug fix 1.3.0 (02/15/2013) Support for Retransmit's new P2P streaming protocol 1.2.4 (02/15/2013) Updated
the Import/Export function. Added a function to control the database file 1.2.3 (02/15/2013) Bug fix: Fixed a bug in RADIO
Checker Pro that caused its to crash when started from the iOS control center 1.2.2 (02/15/2013) Updated the Import/Export
function. Added a function to control the database file. 1.2.1 (02/15/2013) Improved the Import/Export function and added a
function to control the database file. 1.2 (02/15/2013) - Addition of the Import/Export function: - Addition of the database file
control function 1.1.0 (02/13/2013) - New file extension "m3u" is added - Improvements in the import function - Improved the
interface 1.0.0 (02/13/2013) - Initial release What's New Version 3.1.3: - Tweak in the Fix functions for Android and IOS.
Version 3.1.2: - Tweak in the Fix functions for Android and IOS. Version 3.1.1: - Tweak in the Fix functions for Android and
IOS. Version 3.1.0: -
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System Requirements:

* Windows 7/8/8.1/10 * 1GB of RAM * 1GB of VRAM * NVIDIA GTX 660 or AMD Radeon HD 7850 * Intel Core i5
Processor or AMD FX 8350 * 2GB of free space on hard disk * 1280 x 720 pixels display resolution * Internet connection *
Touchpad Stories: + Crazies have invaded an isolated village. + The job of interrogating the village’s sole survivor is yours
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